NEW FLYING SPUR ACCESSORIES

Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption,
mpg (l/100km) – Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ – 288 g/km.
The Flying Spur. Your way.

The Flying Spur combines effortless performance, sculpted design and exquisite craftsmanship to transport you to new heights of exhilaration. And with accessories inspired by the precious materials and potent nature of your car, you can harness this potential at every turn.

Whether you want to enhance its powerful presence, adjust the functionality to fit your needs, or simply source practical additions that make every drive effortless, this collection is crafted to breathe new life into your Flying Spur.

You can learn more about our impeccably crafted array of accessories on the following pages or at BentleyMotors.com

Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ – 288 g/km.
Make an entrance.

Enhancing the sumptuous silhouettes and eye-catching contours of the Flying Spur, the Styling Specification* complements your car’s capabilities while creating a sporting aesthetic that aligns flawlessly with its aerodynamic performance.

It adds a selection of exterior elements handcrafted in high-gloss carbon fibre, the material of choice in the motorsport world, for optimum strength and durability. Featuring a front splitter, rear diffuser, boot lid spoiler and Bentley-branded side sills, every dramatic detail catches the eye — ensuring you always arrive in style.

Flying Spur (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 18.8 (15.0). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 340 g/km.

*Not available on Hybrid
Flying Spur (W12) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 18.8 (15.0). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 340 g/km.
Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 288 g/km.
The ultimate lowlights.

The Blackline Specification brings brooding character to the Flying Spur, enhancing its head-turning presence. Replacing the exterior polished chrome with all-black brightware, its dramatic cues include side window surrounds, wing vents, lower door and rear bumper brightware, headlamp and rear lamp bezels, radshell matrix, door handles and exhaust tailpipes.

Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 288 g/km.
Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 288 g/km.
Definition from the ground up.

With striking alloy wheels in a wide range of designs and finishes, you can further tailor the appearance of your car to appeal to your exacting preferences. From hand polished edges to painted and bright machined details, these meticulously crafted wheels allow you to create an attitude as dynamic as the drive.

*Please note, Mulliner Driving Specification Wheels are only available if specification was selected at point of a new car order. Please speak to your Retailer for more information.
Four wheels. One statement.

Unique and eye-catching, the Red Brake Callipers make an assertive statement. Bearing the Bentley name on the front calliper, it complements the brooding Blackline Specification. The Self Levelling Wheel Badge, with a black centre surrounded by a chrome bezel, rotates to ensure the Bentley ‘B’ is always upright, adding an extra touch of elegance to your drive. And Bentley branded Valve Caps, in a gift pack of 5, are the perfect finishing touch for those with an eye for excellence.
First impressions count.

Signal your arrival with Bright Chrome Bumper Grilles that transform the standard black lower grille to make a shining statement. Then, as you open the door, Welcome Lamps project the iconic Bentley wings downwards, illuminating the ground beneath you. The Jewelled Torch also incorporates signature Bentley details, featuring a knurled metal collar and a 'B' etched on the lens. For the utmost ease, it can be charged using the cigar lighter and stowed neatly in the glove box.

Flying Spur (W12) WLTP drive cycle:
- Combined 18.8 (15.0). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 340 g/km.
Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km)
- Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ Emissions – 288 g/km.
Design that surrounds you.

Celebrate your Flying Spur’s formidable power with striking Sports Accelerator and Brake Pedals that bring a touch of drama to the cabin. And by opting for the Jewelled Fuel Filler Cap and the Chrome Oil Filler Cap, you can enjoy Bentley’s astounding attention to detail everywhere you look.

Please note, regional applicability will apply for the Accelerator and Brake Pedals. Please contact your Bentley retailer for further information.
Elegance under your control.

Meticulously stitched from the finest leather, the Single-Tone Hide Steering Wheel puts refined elegance at your fingertips, along with a choice of integrated controls. Or if you want to highlight the individual character of the cabin still further, the Duo-Tone Hide Steering Wheel is finished in both the primary and secondary colours of your car’s interior.

To enjoy the same artistry with an added touch of luxury, the Heated Single-Tone or Duo-Tone Steering Wheel is the ultimate in driver comfort.
Safety and style, at any size.

Furnished in a stylish yet hard-wearing black cloth covering, our exclusive Bentley Child Seats are available for a range of different ages. They provide a supremely comfortable cabin experience for your child, along with complete peace of mind for you.

Please note, this product isn’t available in the USA, China, Australia, New Zealand, Kazakhstan, Taiwan and United Arab Emirates, but if you would like to inquire please consult your Bentley retailer for regional applicability.
Balance style with practicality.

Made from high-quality woven pile, Deep Pile Floor Mats transform the footwell with a sumptuous and durable finish. And if you’ve had an active day, our Foot Rests are designed to support tired feet at the most comfortable elevation, and are also upholstered in luxurious deep pile carpet.

Should you require extra protection, Heavy Duty Floor Mats, available for front and rear, provide raised edges and exceptional grip in adverse or wet conditions. And the high-strength durable Boot Net is designed to stop your belongings moving around as you travel, protecting both your luggage and your car.
Ultimate protection.

Indoor Car Covers safeguard the supreme quality of your Bentley, averting any damaging effects from moisture and dust, and they're stitched to follow the contours of your Flying Spur perfectly. Alternatively, if your car resides outdoors, an Outdoor Cover helps shield the paint finish and brightware from extreme weather and pollution. And with a range of exquisite embroidery and colour options available, you can enjoy a piece of Bentley craftsmanship even when the cover is on.
Always prepared.

In the event of a minor puncture, the Tyre Repair Kit* contains a tyre sealant and an inflation compressor, enabling you to make a temporary repair that allows you to get home, or to a garage, safely. Should you need to change the wheel, the heavy-duty Wheel Bag holds one wheel and tyre – protecting the interior of your boot and making it easier to transport the wheel for replacement or repair.

If you won’t be driving your Flying Spur for an extended period of time, a set of four Tyre Cradles offer unparalleled long-term protection. Made using unique polymers that ensure the tyres are supported while they cool, they help to prevent flat spotting.

Please note, regional applicability will apply. Please contact your Bentley Retailer for further information.

*Excluding Morocco.
Weather-beating accessories.

Winter shouldn’t stop you from enjoying your Flying Spur. With our specially selected accessories, you can drive with complete confidence, whatever the weather. The range has been specially tested and developed to suit all types of extreme conditions, whether driving through heavy snow, on compacted ice or in freezing rain.

Spikes-Spider™

A modern spin on the tried-and-tested snow chain, Spikes-Spider™ offers superb traction and safety in the toughest conditions.

Winter rims and tyres

In colder weather, the performance of your tyres can begin to suffer, as can your stopping distance. These tyres are designed to improve performance when temperatures dip below 7°C and give you the high level of safety you expect.
Stay entertained.

Secured to the back of the front seats, the Bentley Rear Entertainment System features two high-definition 10.1" screens that provide endless miles of entertainment for your rear cabin passengers.

Content can be effortlessly streamed from a personal mobile device, giving your passengers the choice of whatever they want to watch. Simple to connect and remove, the system combines the functionality of a fully integrated system with the convenience of a mobile tablet, for entertainment that doesn’t have to stop when you reach your destination.
The key to your journey.

The ideal gift for any Bentley owner or enthusiast, this key box is available in your choice of three colours: Beluga, Linen or Hotspur. To further enhance the effect while adding an extra level of protection to your keys, you can also include individual key pouches in complementing or contrasting colours.

Finished with blind stitching, embossed with the iconic Bentley wings and featuring black flock lining inside – each key box is designed to hold two keys and give them a place to call home.
Flying Spur (V8) WLTP drive cycle: fuel consumption, mpg (l/100km) – Combined 22.2 (12.7). Combined CO₂ – Emissions 288 g/km.